Price list 2022

SEALED
SUBWOOFERS

SB-Serie

Musical TNT: Small Packages, Huge Impact

SB-1000 PRO | 699 €*

SB-2000 PRO | 1.099 €*

Black Oak, Piano Gloss - 37x36x39cm - 17,5 Kg

Breathtaking bass and stunning musicality
from a compact 13-inch enclosure.

SB-3000 | 1.499 €*

Black Oak, Piano Gloss - 39,7x39,5x39,9cm - 27,4 Kg

SB-4000 | 2.299 €*

Black Oak, Piano Gloss - 46,5x45,3x53cm - 46,4 Kg

800 watt |2.500 peak

325 watt | 820 peak

550 watt | 1.500 peak

Black Oak, Piano Gloss - 34x33x35cm - 12 Kg

- Sealed design enhances performance: provides clean, tight bass, outstanding musicality and
articulation, as well as outstanding transient response.
- High-performance proprietary SVS driver delivers both amazing sound effect punch and superb
musical playback with ultra low distortion.
- Sophisticated Class D amplifier provides custom DSP for effortless performance and refinement
at all volume levels.
- Compact, sealed design that benefits from room gain, deliver awesome no compromise sound.

1.200 watt | 4.000 peak

From clean, tight bass guitar riffs that shake the dance floor, to bomb blasts that shake
your chest, SVS compact subwoofers pump out impressively immense sound. They’ve
been designed to be inconspicuous, and to beautifully blend with your décor. And while
easily overlooked, they’ll make your soundtracks and movie scores hard to ignore. Cleverly
engineered, and expertly equipped, these sealed units work with your room to deliver a
no-compromise listening experience. Integrating seamlessly with your full range speakers,
music will have greater dimension and detail than before.

Jaw-dropping deep bass extension and dynamics with pinpoint accuracy.

The SB-3000 outperforms much larger
subwoofers and takes command of a room
sonically without taking over visually.
*Piano Gloss Black/White : extra cost of 100€

PORTED
SUBWOOFERS

Chest-thumping slam and extreme low frequency extension with pinpoint accuracy and
refined musicality.

PB-Serie

Hollywood Blockbusters, meet your match

When you really want to step up your playback experience, our ported boxes are the big
guns. At high playback volumes they create the dramatic, immersive experience of IMAXstyle theaters. They are right at home in mid-sized home theaters, great rooms and large
open-concept spaces. Engineered to be clean and articulate, they also make beautiful
music—something that lesser ported subwoofers can find challenging. Bigger, heavier
and with larger footprints than our other subwoofers, these are born to deliver full-on
drama and delight.

PB-1000 PRO | 899 €

PB-2000 PRO | 1.299 €

Room-shaking output and unprecedented
low frequency extension down to 17 Hz
while remaining an incredibly musical and
accurate subwoofer.

Earth-shaking output, subterranean low
frequency extension, crisp speed in transients,
the PB-3000 delivers reference subwoofer
performance at a breakthrough price.

PB-4000 | 2.899 €*

Black Oak, Piano Gloss - 59,5x52x76,3cm - 70 Kg

1.200 watt | 4.000 peak

Black Oak - 55,7x46,5x56cm - 37,3 Kg

800 watt | 2.500 peak

325 watt | 820 peak

Room-shaking output well below the threshold
of audibility, with pinpoint control and
accuracy

PB-3000 | 1.899 €

Black Ash - 52x44x57cm - 29,5 Kg

550 watt | 1.500 peak

Black Ash - 47,9x38x50,9cm - 23,4 Kg

- Generous, driver-optimized cabinet volume enhances deep bass efficiency and output.
- Deep-tuned, high-flow porting allows maximum output reinforcement at the deepest
‘rolling-thunder’ frequencies.
- Sophisticated Class D amplifier provides custom DSP (digital signal processing) for
effortless performance and refinement at all volume levels.
- High-performance proprietary SVS driver delivers both amazing sound effect punch and
superb musical playback with ultra low distortion.

Staggering low-frequency output and subterranean deep bass extension down to 13Hz with
an amazing degree of subtlety and finesse.

*Piano Gloss Black/White : extra cost of 100€

ULTIMATE
SUBWOOFERS

16Ultra-Serie

Masterful Engineering

SB16-Ultra | 3.099 €*
Black Oak, Piano Gloss
50,8x49,6x58,2cm - 55,3 Kg
1.500 watt | 5.160 peak

The ultimate reference standard
for bass, SB16-Ultra features a
massive 16” Ultra driver with
astonishing 8” edge wound
voice coil.

PB16-Ultra | 3.899 €*
Black Oak, Piano Gloss
63,5x55,1x78,5cm - 79 Kg
1.500 watt | 5.160 peak

Groundbreaking technology,
rigorous design and extreme testing in real world and laboratory
environments

MICRO
SUBWOOFERS

Micro-Serie

Subwoofer Just Went Micro.

Reference Subwoofer Performance Just Went
Micro.
Chest-pounding, musical bass with depth, slam,
and impact, from a shockingly compact 10-inch
cabinet. Many micro subwoofers have tried, all
have failed. Until now. The miniature yet mighty
SVS 3000 Micro subwoofer seamlessly blends
into any room and speaker system, energizing
the space with astonishingly rich, effortless
bass that’s all the more impressive given its
micro-sized enclosure.
Featuring innovations from the reference SVS
16-Ultra subwoofers married to fully active dual
opposing 8-inch drivers, and an 800 watt RMS,
2,500 watt Peak Power Sledge STA-800D2
amplifier with discrete MOSFET output, 3000
Micro delivers performance that obliterates
every micro subwoofer that has come before.
It also features the powerful SVS subwoofer
control smartphone app for advanced tuning
and DSP. Finally, a micro subwoofer worthy of
the name SVS.

3000 Micro | 1.099 €
Piano Gloss
27,8x29,7x27,1cm - 10 Kg
800 watt | 2.500 peak

Fully Active Dual Opposing
8-inch Drivers – Defy the Laws
of Physics with Room-Shaking
Output and Pinpoint Accuracy

Prime Serie

Ultra Serie

Welcome to Prime: audiophile precision, cinematic dynamics, elegant design. Prime
defies convention, granting you access to the high-end audio experiences previously
reserved for the few. Clean and accurate, effortless and earthshaking.
Their uncompromising performance was borne of the same philosophy as the critically
acclaimed, award-winning Ultra series. In fact, to deliver Prime’s uncompromising
audiophile-grade experience at their unprecedented price, we drew deeply on Ultra’s
component technology, engineering rigor, and design palette. Like the Ultras, each
technical element and cabinet characteristic has been carefully selected, crafted and
tuned. They sound extraordinary. And look beautiful in any décor with their modern styling
and piano gloss black or black ash-grain vinyl finish. We’re pleased to say Prime is worthy
of the SVS name—and more importantly worthy of being invited into your home.

To create the Ultra Series, we started with extremely high expectations—and then
set out to exceed them in every arena. We drew on our deepest reserves of passion,
expertise and decades in audio.
In keeping with the SVS process, the Ultra Series was digitally prototyped, then
developed with FEA optimization, and scientifically tested in anechoic chambers.
Endless hours were spent doing what we love the most: We listened, tweaked, and
listened again to all kinds of movies and music in a multitude of real-world listening
rooms. Relentlessly. Only then was the Ultra Series ready to delight audio’s most
passionate listeners—including you.

Born From Excellence, World-Class Performance, Right At Home.

We’ve long believed the joys of high-end audio were too great to be enjoyed by so few.
Our vision was clear. The new Ultra Series speakers were to do what many high-end systems
can’t. They must rival the audiophile refinement and accuracy of exclusive brands. And, they
must deliver the awesome dynamics of the most demanding content. Both. Not one or the
other. No compromise. We’re proud to say, the Ultra Series does precisely that. It delivers a
world-class level of performance in a beautiful modern package—all at renowned SVS value.

Audiophile Precision, Cinematic
Dynamics, Unprecedented Value.

Spawned from the acclaimed Ultra Series Speakers, the SVS Prime Series was developed through
exhaustive new engineering and form factor refinement to achieve true flagship performance.
Prime was designed to overcome the audio limitations of dual-purpose living/listening spaces.
An uncompromising system of high-fidelity speakers —from towers, to revolutionary satellites—
the Prime series’ voicing has been expertly matched to create a coherent and world-class
soundstage. With each unit cleverly playing multiple sonic roles, you will finally experience the full
musical artistry and cinematic illusion their creators imagined—right in your own home.

Astonishing Dynamics.
World-Class Refinement.

Ultra Technology : No Compromise.

Prime Tower | 1.299 €**/pair

Ultra Tower | 2.799 €/pair

Top Performing Tower Speaker delivers ultra high end
audio experience for two-channel and home theater
listening.

Flagship model easily outclasses speakers costing far
more with effortless bass, detailed mids, sparkling highs,
and countless high end design features.

• Rated bandwidth: 30 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-250 watts.

• Rated bandwidth: 28 Hz-32 kHz (+/-3 dB).
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 88 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz).
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-300 watts.

Prime Bookshelf | 649 €*

Ultra Bookshelf | 1.349 €/pair

Unmatched bookshelf speaker performance. Versatile
solution for home theaters, desktops, audiophile systems
and more.

Ultra high end performance and styling. Easily outperforms more expensive Tower and Bookshelf speaker
competitors.

Prime Center | 499 €*

Ultra Center | 899 €

Best performing 3-way center channel speaker. Delivers
clear and natural dialogue and vocals with excellent
dispersion.

Best 3-way center speaker available. High power, full
range performance with super-fast dynamics and ultra
clean dialogue and vocals.

Black Ash - 93x12,5x29,5cm - 18kg

Black Ash - 34x20x24cm - 7kg

• Rated bandwidth: 48 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-150 watts.

Black Ash - 20x47x23cm - 9kg

Piano Black Gloss - 116x35x43cm - 34kg

Piano Black Gloss - 38x22x28cm - 9kg

• Rated bandwidth: 45 Hz-32 kHz (+/-3 dB).
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-150 watts.

Piano Black Gloss - 21x56x28cm - 16kg

• Rated bandwidth: 48 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 86 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-200 watts.

• Rated bandwidth: 45 Hz-32 kHz (+/-3 dB).
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-225 watts.

Prime Satellite | 399 €*/pair | 599 €*/trio

Ultra Surround | 1.349 €/pair

Redefines performance in Satellite Speaker category.
Compact and highly adaptable, can serve as front, center,
surround or height effect speaker with astonishing detail
and output.

Extremely versatile speaker designed for maximum
dispersion and surround sound impact with flexible
placement and set-up options.

Prime Elevation | 599 €*/pair

Prime Pinnacle | 1.999 €**/pair

The SVS Prime Elevation is an ideal speaker for DTS:X®,
Auro-3D® and all other object-based surround sound
formats requiring height effects speakers because it is
acoustically engineered to offer the same detailed frequency
response and lively dynamics as the other speakers in the
theater.

All-new driver array features first-ever 5.25-inch midrange
and triple woofer design with 1-inch aluminum dome tweeter for revealing highs with deep, room-energizing bass and
crisp dynamics at all listening levels.

Black Ash - 23x13x16cm -3kg

• Rated bandwidth: 69 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 85 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-150 watts.

Black Ash - 24x14x20cm - 3,5kg

• Rated bandwidth: 55 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-150 watts.

*Piano Gloss Black/White : extra cost of 100€
**Piano Gloss Black/White : extra cost of 200€

Piano Black Gloss - 36x31x18cm - 8kg

• Rated bandwidth: 58 Hz-32 kHz (+/-3 dB).
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
• Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-250 watts.

Black Ash -104,3x20,3x35,3cm - 26kg

• Rated bandwidth: 29 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Nominal impedance: 8 ohms
• Sensitivity: 88 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
• Recommended amplifier power: 20-300 watts

CYLINDER
SUBWOOFERS

PC-Serie

Ported Subwoofer Punch, Tall, Dark and Handsome Profile

550 watt | 1.500 peak

Piano Gloss - 87x42x42cm - 21,5kg

The subwoofer is not just another speaker:
it is the cornerstone of your audio or home
theater system, delivering the lowest
frequencies to create cinematic thrills you can
hear and feel, and emotional impact with every
music note. Deep, accurate, powerful. SVS
offers the very best subwoofers, with bass
that will transform your listening experience.

When you don’t have the floor space or
layout to accommodate the larger footprint
of a ported box, cylinder ported subwoofers
reach for the sky. With height and modest
circumference, they match the enclosure
volume of their stout ported-box counterparts.
Tucked in the corner, these subwoofers can
deliver immense punch to movies and music
Iconic cylinder design uses cabinet height
played back at high levels. They are right
to reduce footprint while delivering the
at home in space and style-restricted large
immense output and low frequency extension rooms—great rooms, and home theaters.
of a larger subwoofer.

CHANGING THE GAME
WITH PRIME WIRELESS

Soundpath Isolation System
4 foots | 69 €
6 foots | 89 €

A Discreet, Affordable Alternative To
Subwoofer Platforms And Risers

Wireless Speaker Connectivity Never
Sounded Better.v

PC-4000 | 2.599 €

Piano Gloss - 119x42x42cm - 42kg

With a footprint measuring just 16-inches in diameter, the iconic cylinder
subwoofer design is only available from
SVS.

Prime-Wireless
Smart. Immersive. Magic.

Be A Better Neighbor
Infrasonic jolts and subterranean levels of
bass bring our entertainment to life, but they
can also disturb neighbors and roommates
because the longer, low frequency sound
waves travel more effortlessly through walls
and floors than mid-range and high frequency
waves. It’s the reason your neighbor can hear
a helicopter descending much louder than
glass breaking. The SVS SoundPath Isolation
System drastically reduces the bass notes and
low frequency vibrations your neighbors and
roommates will notice.
Compatibility
• 6 foots : PB12-Plus, PB13-Ultra, PB16-Ultra
and PB-4000
• 4 foots : all other models

Prime Wireless SoundBase | 599 € Transform Any Speakers, AV Receiver or
8,2 x 23,1 x 22,4cm - 2,2kg

- Astonishingly Deep Frequency Response: Ultra low
bass that delivers immersive impact so powerful you
can hear and even feel it.
- Massive, Effortless Power: Capable of delivering
concert or movie theater level volumes, with pinpoint
speed and transient response.
- Accurate, Detailed Sound: Flat and balanced, delivering
all of the frequencies the artist or director intended,
and none that shouldn’t be there. Never boomy.
- Intelligent Integration: Advanced Digital Signal
Processing for seamless blending with your full range
or satellite speakers for a complexly convincing high
end home theater experience.
- Deep-tuned, high-flow porting allows maximum
output reinforcement at the deepest ‘rolling-thunder’
frequencies.
- Iconic SVS cylinder design uses height to achieve
optimal enclosure volume. The result: excellent deep
bass efficiency and output.
- Sophisticated Class D amplifier provides custom
DSP for effortless performance and refinement at all
volume levels.

1.200 watt | 4.000+ peak

PC-2000 PRO | 1.299 €

Eliminate Cable Clutter and Expand
Subwoofer Placement Options.
Subwoofers are often the largest component
in any audio or home theater system so
placement can be a challenge. The SoundPath
Wireless Audio Adapter adds wireless
connectivity giving you more subwoofer
placement options and decreasing cable
clutter without sacrificing performance.
Full-Range Wireless Connectivity
The rated frequency response for
transmission is 6 Hz to 22,000 Hz +/-1 dB, so
the adapter also unlocks wireless connectivity
for a stereo zone of loudspeakers, powered
home theater surround sound speakers,
amplifiers and more at CD-quality with ultralow latency (<25.5 milliseconds) within the
2.4GHz frequency band.

Two-Channel System into a Smart Wireless
Audio Zone Boasting Uncompromised,
Immersive Sound.
Prime Wireless SoundBase delivers jawdropping sound quality, high-resolution
wireless audio streaming, powerful
amplification, and future-facing connectivity
and control to conventional speakers. Or, via
line level output, it converts any two-channel
stereo system or AV receiver into a smart
wireless audio zone fit for the most discerning
audiophiles.

At Last… Convincing, Immersive Sound Goes
Wireless.
The SVS Prime Wireless Speaker System
represents a seismic shift in the world of
audio because it refutes the notion that smart
wireless speakers can’t provide a thrilling
and immersive listening experience. Prime
Wireless delivers crisp, accurate and full
range sound with stunning dynamic impact
and a convincing stereo image from its
active-passive speaker array, marrying that
experience with smart speaker control and
advanced connectivity.

• Amplifier Power | 300 Watts (150 watts x 2)
• Rated Bandwidth | 10 Hz-20 kHz (±1 dB)

• Freq. Response | 52 Hz-25 kHz (±3 dB)
• Amplifier Power | 100 Watts (50 watts x 2)

DESIGNED TO BLEND
WITH ANY ROOM

Prime-Kits

Prime Satellite 2.1 | 899 €*

Prime Satellite 5.1 | 1.349 €**

The 2.1 system delivers a totally immersive
surround sound experience for the price of a soundbar. Don’t sacrifice movie and music enjoyment
by settling for the underwhelming dynamics of a
HTIB or soundbar/sub combo.

The 5.1 system delivers a totally immersive surround sound experience for the price of a soundbar.
Don’t sacrifice movie and music enjoyment by settling for the underwhelming dynamics of a HTIB or
soundbar/sub combo.

The kit contents : a pair of Prime Satellite and one
SB-1000 PRO.

The kit contents : 5 Prime Satellite and one SB-1000
PRO.

Black Ash - Piano Gloss White or Black

Black Ash - Piano Gloss White or Black

**Piano Gloss Black/White : extra cost of 200€

SoundPath Wireles
Audio Adapter Kit | 129 €
Tri-Band Adapter Kit | 199 €

Add wireless connectivity to subwoofers,
powered speakers, amplifiers and more.

Prime Wireless Speaker System
699 €
Piano Gloss Black - 26x15,5x16cm - 4,1kg

Unmatched Wireless Audio Connectivity
Meets Breathtaking Sound.

